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Jumping in at the Deep End
By Rev. Donald L. Perryman, Ph.D.
The Truth Contributor

You never really feel ready, there is always sometime more that your mind tells you you
should be doing. However, the trick is to be able to show up and perform no matter what the
circumstance.
- Natalie Cook
It has been a mere four months since Cerssandra McPherson plunged head 
        
      
     
               
             
police-community relations.
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discussion.
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at Toledo City Council.
McPherson: Born and raised in Toledo. I went to Toledo Public Schools
and graduated from Libbey High School. When this opportunity came about,
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if you don’t. So, that’s what I did.
Perryman: "     #         ground.
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completed it. I belong to Braden United Methodist Church and attended
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Perryman: "       #          sisted your role as councilperson?
McPherson: 0 %   %  2     
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decisions about what you can do and can’t do.
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my passion is young people and so with the
ng at ways that we can implement
programs and opportunities for our young
people is a high priority for me.
Perryman: @    #   
 >  A        A       tional categories.
McPherson: 5    
          
It’s hard not being able to get out and ac             
on Zoom because of COVID. I’m meetToledo City Councilwoman
          
Cerssandra McPherson
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where they’re coming from.
I struggle with decisions that are maybe good for some, but not good for
 %      7           
I want to do my best for all of Toledo citizens, understanding that often the
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When I did the press conference there, my concern was for the seniors
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Perryman: Please elaborate.
McPherson: ;     %     ( 6 
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Perryman: What is the most pressing issue facing Toledo?
McPherson:             
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Perryman: How do we address these problems?
McPherson: 5    %                    
"       80     8
...continued on page 8
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Impeachment 2?
By Lafe Tolliver, Esq
Guest Column
Assuming that the American reading public has more than two working brain cells, the recent telephonic revelations of Herr Trump playing
the Mafia Chief against the Secretary of State of Georgia is beyond
startling.
It is downright criminal.
A delusional president, desperate for the immunity coverage that a
second four year term in the White House would give him regarding
possible federal charges for crimes committed while in office, is now
reduced to the tried and true “ol’ switcheroo” plan.
Very simply, it is this: To completely avoid being charged with federal crimes and being measured for an XXL orange jumpsuit to wear in
a federal minimal security prison, Herr Trump will solicit his favorite
lapdog/lackey, VP Mike Pence to pardon him when he resigns before
January 20.
Of course, Pence being a very docile and brain-dead politico will pant
and run-in circles to help his boss and Pence can boast on his resume
that he was, in fact, president for a week!
Trump does not want to run the risk of doing the charade of a selfpardon because if the courts rule that it is bogus, Herr Trump is up a
river with no pardon paddle.
If you listen to the gist and drift of the now famous one-hour phone
call with the Secretary of State of Georgia, Herr Trump, except for
changing his name to that of Marlon Brandon, is The Godfather!
Our delusional president has no respect for law and order, decorum,
precedent and boundaries between the functions of the government.
Trump is out for Trump and if you invoke his displeasure, you can inevitably expect bus tire tracks on your backsides.
Constitutional crisis, you say? Yeah! Big time! And especially so if
the lobotomized GOP senators continue to hide in their cloakrooms in
the Capitol and pretend that all is well in the republic. Such cowardice
is off the charts and yet these same sycophants will be touting their credentials to their voters in the next two to four years.
Some will have the brazen effrontery to even try out a presidential
bid for 2024 and they will preen before their voters intoning that they
are the defenders of the Constitution and the guardians of all things
democratic.
I was so dismayed with the one-hour tape that I had to throw down
my last ace in the hole card and, through a back-door secret computer
program known as Viceroy, I was able to reconstitute four minutes of
the tape that even the Secretary of State of Georgia wanted to spare the
American people from listening to.
Viceroy is a, “frontier3 monitor” software that one can attach to any
electronic device, including phones and after the call is initiated, it can
pick up any continuing conversations without detection after the parties
have theoretically ended the call.
I was able to obtain a copy of Viceroy due to a big-time favor owed
to me by a certain person in the CIA (now deceased) when I was able to
intervene with a foreign government and have this covert agent’s family whisked away from imminent imprisonment and possible execution.
But, enough about me. Let us focus on what Viceroy was able to secretly record on the “untold” part of that two-way phone conversation.
Be forewarned. What you are about to read can be raw and ugly and is
unfiltered:
Trump: Say Brad, I am told that you have three small grandchildren
that are the darling of your eyes…
Raffensberger: (nervously clearing his throat…). Mr. President, do
not bring up my family in this call. You have no right to do so. This
is about your claims of being cheated out of hundreds of thousands of
votes.
Trump: They tell me that the youngest one, a girl, is nine and she gets
out of school at 3:30 PM.
Raffensberger: (practically shouting into the phone). Mr. President,
if you so much as go within a hundred miles of her school, I will make
it my mission to track you down.
Trump: Hey, hey. Let us not get jumpy! Your wife who attends her
book club meetings on Thursday nights at the local Y, would be sad if
the Y building met an unfortunate accident!
Raffensberger: Mr. President, are you threatening me, because if you

are, two can play that game!
Trump: And what is it that I hear about your
son playing tennis for his college?
I hear that you cannot play if you have two
broken ankles.
Raffensberger: What is that you want from
me?
Trump: Quite simple, my friend, quite simple. You go public and inform the media that
you had an errant employee who made an honest computer error in the tabulations of the
final vote count; and he confessed it to you
today and that is why you are changing the vote count to show that I
won Georgia!
Raffensberger: (softly crying to the phone) How could you expect
me to do such an outrageous act! The vote has been certified!
Trump: Well, according to section 9121.03(A)(c)(iii) of the Georgia
Voting Laws, a recertification is permissible upon reasonable and just
cause.
My need to win Georgia is both reasonable and just. JUST DO IT!
Raffensberger (long silence…) I will see what I can do, just leave my
family alone you monster!
Trump: Say, wasn’t it was too bad that Clemson lost to those Ohio
Buckeyes!
Brad (hangs up the line).
Contact Lafe Tolliver at tolliver@juno.com
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Dancing at the Limen: Wilberforce UniversityThe First and The Future
Sojourner’s Truth Staff

0            ments of their imagination, indeed, everything and anything except me.
The Invisible Man
Ralph Ellison
There are few things as soul crushing as being unseen or seen in ways that
belie the truth of who you are. For colleges and universities, the institutional
saga may shift at various times and if, challenges exist that are deeply ingrained,
the narrative about the institution may be intractable in the public’s imagination.
Even as success is realized, the prevailing perception and public identity of an
institution will often continue to be shaped by its challenges. Unfortunately, in
the minds of important constituents, an institution’s triumphs and successes will
likely remain obscured.
The recent Mackenzie Scott gift to 15 HBCUs on the heels of her earlier gift
of over $120M to 6 HBCUs is, without a doubt, a game changing event for the
HBCU sector. Her interest in investing in HBCUs in a real and substantive way
shines a welcomed spotlight on the value and importance of the work they do,
and have done, in positively impacting the lives of African American and other
            
             5 
HBCU president, I am immensely grateful for this philanthropic largesse and
proud and happy for my colleagues. And I am also keenly interested in how I
might position the institution I serve to gain this interest, investment, and support.
In a recent article, Ms. Scott outlined the process she and her team employed
to select the institutions she ultimately funded. At Wilberforce University, this
has occasioned an internal conversation about how we can best and most effectively tell the story of the work we are doing to support our students in teaching
       5  %   <2$/ 
  5     >           
legacy of HBCUs. That alone, however, has not rendered us top of mind for the
philanthropic generosity we have recently witnessed; nor should it. Over the
36             
value proposition and outlining a path forward for a viable and sustainable fu-

ture. A multi-million-dollar gift for us would be transformational. Our greatest lament are the metrics that
continue to haunt us and shape our public self.
Our past challenges have been formidable: on paper we present a risk that no one with huge sums of
money to give is willing to take. The lag between our
         
past has not yet been fully eliminated. Our situation
channels a universally understood motif in the African American community;
the unschooled, single mother with a minimum wage job who sends each of her
children to college which positions each for a transformed life. On paper, you
would not bet on that mother, in reality, her family outcomes are extraordinary.
Meanwhile we continue to do the work of institutional renewal with focused
precision one day at a time, ameliorating one issue at a time. We remain forever
         0  %   
complicated and nuanced present, and promising future.
    <2$/       
reckoning of racial and social injustice and the historic levels of philanthropic
support. The entire sector is lifted by the investment and recognition of these
record breaking gifts. We are all compelled to excellence and high performance
and the hope of attracting additional donors who will not feel as though they are
throwing their good money after bad.
As a small, special-mission, rural, institution with small enrollment and en 0             
the old, crisis-ladened institution with a tenuous future to an expansive, bountiful future of high performance and growth. We exist at this limen; a threshold of
interrogation, strategic thinking and action and innovation regarding who we are
as a 21st century University and what we might be capable of and committed to
becoming.
At Wilberforce, resilience is part of our institutional DNA and we choose to
use these historic circumstances as an urgent call to action to continue our work
of institutional renewal and transformation. We invite partners to support and
invest in Wilberforce University as we honor the work begun by our founders
164 years ago.
Elfred Anthony Pinkard, PhD
22nd President
Wilberforce University
A native of Miami, Florida, Elfred Pinkard holds a Doctorate degree from
Harvard University, a Masters from Howard University, and a BA from Morehouse College. Over his more than 40-year career, Pinkard has served as the
Founding Executive Director of the UNCF Institute of Capacity Building; Ex            !""   " "
"" #! " $"  % " &
addition, Pinkard had held faculty and administrative positions at Miami Dade
""#" #""'  # " versity-Long Beach.
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John Jones Comes Full Circle at HOPE Toledo
By Linda Nelson
Sojourner’s Truth Reporter
“We are true to our creed when a little girl born into the bleakest poverty place within the proknows that she has the same chance to succeed as anybody else.”
gram.
— President Barack Obama
“We have volunteers
who have actively been
A deep commitment to service and community is at the heart of John Jones’ doing this for decades,”
vision for HOPE (Helping Our Population Educate) Toledo’s directive to Jones said. “But at the
end of the day we need
create and deliver a quality education from cradle to career.
“Education is the greatest civil rights effort that we can undertake,” said to continue to elevate
     :3A)A  >      the message of education.”
efforts involve the HOPE Toledo Promise initiative at Scott High School.
“We need a commuThe program, which was funded by Pete Kadens of The Kadens Family
Foundation and creator of HOPE Toledo, pledged to pay four and a half nity who understands
years of tuition to a public college, university, or trade school for Scott High that early childhood
School’s entire 2020 senior graduation class and one parent from each fam- education is essential to
a four-year-old’s trajecily.
tory,” said Jones. “We
“The better our children are educated the more opportunities they will have
need community voland the better our communities will be,” Jones said about HOPE Toledo’s
unteers who will come
commitment to educational advancement for those in the Toledo community.
alongside and help us
     %         carry out that mission
quality education can be the catalyst to closing economic gaps in low-income as well as those who will work with us as mentors on the Promise side of
communities.
the program to help students make the transition from high school to postA degree from Central State University followed by career stints at Ernst secondary learning spaces.”
& Young and ProMedica have opened the doors for Jones to take his place in
5  >        
board rooms and have become the building blocks that have brought him full            $1@
circle to help others succeed.
Jones believes that the HOPE Toledo Promise project at Scott High School
“Our quality education concept was birthed out of questions on how we '     >        #
could create a program to eliminate barriers in our communities,” said Jones.   
“You don’t need to look far across our landscape to see that, in our com0            > %                 reer objective continues to push to increase its capacities.
silos created that make it hard to connect the dots from where people are to
5 7      
    # 
the classroom.”
        0        
According to the Ohio Department of Education, in 2019, more than properly in early education spaces and we also want to see some barriers
6              36 - eliminated in post-secondary spaces. The better our children are educated,
cent increase from 10 years ago.
the more opportunities they will have, but it will take time and hard work.”
Despite a plethora of contributing issues that threaten to overwhelm low1          '   
income communities and communities of color thereby keeping them on the has a secret weapon that keeps him motivated and on track; family legacy
margins of society, Jones continues the push toward a data driven emphasis and faith.
on quality education and its capacity to lift the underserved out of lifelong
The legacy is rooted among his family’s place at Christian Temple Baptist
and generational poverty.
Church where his grandmother once pastored, his father currently pastors,
“In order to be successful, the community needs to understand the value of               %         
            7 > 
learned about the importance of service and the importance of sowing seeds
For Jones, success also comes in the form of strategic partnerships and       #   
hands-on involvement.
“My father always told me to do the work that will produce fruit for the
2               > -  #      %      
tions, which include Toledo Public Schools, ProMedica, and the Greater it, but so that my children and their children can.”
Toledo Community Foundation, have been vital to HOPE Toledo’s overall
To learn more about HOPE Toledo’s Promise initiative and how you can
             get involved contact them on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/HopeToledoPromise
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median income1
• Property must be located in federally designated low or moderate income
census tracts where State Bank lends2

State Bank CARE Grant funds are limited, so APPLY TODAY.

YourStateBank.com

1900 Monroe Steet, Suite 108
Toledo, OH 43604
419.508.0806

930 W. Market Street
Lima, OH 45805
419.228.3361

Member FDIC | Equal Housing Lender

Program subject to change with or without notice. Other restrictions may apply. Please see lender
for complete details. Subject to credit approval.
As updated annually by the FFIEC (Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council).

1
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Indiana, Defiance, Delaware, Franklin, Hancock, Lucas, Madison, Union, Williams, and Wood.
Actual amount applied at closing.
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differences— and they are literally leading Black and Brown people to die
in far greater numbers, than others” she said.
Ohio by The Numbers
When it comes to developing a health system rooted in the principles
of health equity and justice, the numbers below will show that Ohio and
;       
• Ohio consistently ranks among the bottom half of states on measures of health and wellbeing. For example, Ohio ranks 38 out of 50
states on America’s Health Rankings 2019 report.
• In the Health Policy Institute of Ohio’s 2019 Health Value Dashboard,
Ohio ranks 46 out of 50 states and D.C. on health value, a composite
measure of population health and healthcare spending, This means
that Ohioans are less healthy and spend more on health care than people
in most other states.
• Ohio is in the bottom quartile (42 out of 50 states) for Black child
wellbeing based on the Annie E. Casey Foundation 2017 Race for Results
Report, indicating that Black children in Ohio do not have adequate supports to achieve optimal health.
• Ohioans of color face large gaps in outcomes across socio-economic
factors, community conditions and health care. This, in turn, drives poorer
health outcomes among Ohioans of color, such as higher rates of infant
mortality and premature death.
• Women of color and low-income mothers, are several times more
likely to suffer from postpartum mental illness but less likely to receive
treatment than other mothers, according to recent studies.
• According to the study, “Suicide attempts rising among Black teens.”
Reuters, Oct 16, 2019, while the overall proportion of teens reporting suicidal thoughts or plans declined for all racial and ethnic groups during the
study period, the proportion of Black teens attempting suicide surged
by 73%.
• A Centers for Disease Control and Prevention report found that Black
women are about three times more likely to die from causes related to
pregnancy, compared to White women in the United States. (Source:
“Huge Racial Disparities Found in Deaths Linked to Pregnancy,” New
York Times, May 7, 2019)
• In Cleveland, Ohio Black babies are dying at a rate of 7 times that of
White babies. Generally, in Ohio, Black infants die at a rate of 2-3 times
that of White infants
• Black children are almost three and a half times more likely to die
within 30 days after surgery than White children, according to a new
study published in the journal Pediatrics
• Twenty percent of Ohio children live in poverty (Spotlight on Poverty
and Opportunity 2019)

DENTAL Insurance

Medicare does not cover dental care1. That means if you need dental
work done, it can cost you hundreds or even thousands of dollars out
of your own pocket.
Get Dental Insurance from Physicians Mutual Insurance Company.
It helps cover over 350 procedures — from cleanings and fillings to
crowns and dentures.
• See any dentist you want, but save more with one in our network
• No deductible, no annual maximum
• Immediate coverage for preventive care

Call to get your FREE Information Kit

1-844-334-8627

dental50plus.com/truth
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• Blacks have the highest mortality rate for all cancers combined compared with any other racial and ethnic group.
        
   :     :6:6  
Seniors to suffer complications from comorbidities.
+  1     3)*)
• In Ohio, more than one-in-six older adults (17.6 percent) face the threat
of hunger. Ohio is among the 10 worst states in the nation for food insecurity among older adults, with over 457,000 Ohioans over age 60 who
are either “marginally food insecure” or “food insecure,” according to a
recent report by Community Solutions, “Fighting Food Insecurity Among
Older Adults” (2017)
(    2   )*3    
every other group. Lucas County by the Numbers
3); $               3)
• Those poorest are women 18-34 years of age
)6*         *63; 
county (Toledo and Lucas County Poverty Study 2019).
• In Lucas County, white babies died at a rate of 4.7 per 1,000 live births,
while the rate for Black babies was 13.7.
• In Lucas County, Ohio and the United States in 2012-2016, Blacks had
higher cancer mortality rates than Whites.
; $  33A; $2    
           *:
those over the age of 65 based on the 2017 Health Assessment.
• In Lucas County, Blacks have a higher rate of co-morbidities than
Whites
)   :; $        
+  A2     
     3)      *:  3  
over the age of 65 according to Healthy Lucas County’s 2018 Community
Health Assessment.
5     **; $5 5  
           :    
age of 65.
2*)     *:    ; $
*6; $    3    #     curity
Health Statistics for Black American Men
Black men in the United States suffer worse health than any other racial
group in America. As a group, Black men have the lowest life expectancy
     
                  
men and women of other racial and ethnic groups.
Statistically speaking, Black men live 7 years less than men of other
racial groups. They have a higher death than Black women for all leading
...continued on page 12

Final Expenses
Check this off your to-do list!
Guaranteed, modiﬁed whole life coverage
from Physicians Life Insurance Company
that’s affordable and easy to get.
• Guaranteed acceptance for ages 45 to 85*
• No medical exam! No health questions!
• Lock in your rate for life

Call for a FREE Information Kit.

1-855-961-2209
>> www.life55plus.info/truth
1

“Medicare & You,” Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, 2020
Includes the Participating (in GA: Designated) Providers and Preventive Beneﬁts Rider. Product not available in all states.
Acceptance guaranteed for one insurance policy/certiﬁcate of this type. Contact us for complete details about this insurance
solicitation. This speciﬁc offer is not available in CO, LA, NY; call 1-800-969-4781 or respond for similar offer. Certiﬁcate C250A (ID:
C250E; PA: C250Q); Insurance Policy P150 (GA: P150GA; NY: P150NY; OK: P150OK; TN: P150TN); Rider kinds B438/B439 (GA: B439B).

6255

*Ages may vary by state. Guaranteed for one of these life insurance policies. Beneﬁts
reduced ﬁrst two years. Insurance Policy L770 (ID: L770ID; OK: L770OK; TN: L770TN).
6238
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In Memoriam
Phillip Copeland – May
16, 1945 – January 1, 2021
Phil Copeland, longtime labor leader and elected
al, former business manager of Local Laborers
500, former Toledo City Councilman, current Lucas
County Recorder died on January 1, 2021.
The Lucas County Democratic Party issued the following statement:
“The Lucas County Democratic Party mourns the passing of Phil Copeland.
Phil devoted his life to serving working families in this community. That service
included as a respected labor leader, a member of Toledo City Council and as a
Lucas County Recorder. Through it all, he taught us about resilience, decency
and the power of personal change. We extend our condolences to his family and
friends. He will be missed.”
A Toledo native, Copeland was born May 16, 1945 and attended Gunckel Elementary, Robinson Junior High School and Scott High School. He dropped out
of high school but later earned a GED and worked his way up the Laborers Local
500 ladder, the same union his uncle, Bill Copeland led for many years.
Copeland began his career with Local 500 in 1966 and served on a variety of
committees before being elected to secretary/treasurer in 1985.
He has served on the boards of the Toledo Branch NAACP, TARTA, the Open
Door Ministry, the Lagrange Development Corporation, the Lucas County Alcohol and Drug Addiction Services and the Toledo Board of Community Relations.
Phil Copeland was appointed to Toledo City Council in 2005 while he was
secretary-treasurer of Local 500 and was elected business manager of the union
*           
In 2012, Copeland won his race for the Lucas County Recorder position and
            9  
Copeland’s friends were stunned by the sudden, unexpected death of their
friend. Lucas County Commissioner Pete Gerken, said he was shocked and described Copeland, during his tenure as leader of Local 500, as being responsible
for helping thousands of Toledoans to start their careers.
Copeland’s replacement will be appointed by the Lucas County Commissioners after considering recommendations from both the county Democratic and
Republican parties.

Herman Harrison --- December 17, 1944 – December 25, 2020
A native of Shreveport, Louisiana, Herman Harrison and his beloved wife, Barbie, have lived in Toledo
since 1972. On December 25, 2020, Herman died in
the arms of his wife and surrounded by their children.
The son of Reverend Andrew C. and Vera Harrison,
Herman was preceded in death by both parents and his sister, Mattie (Howard)
Spiller.
Herman earned his bachelor of arts degree in Biological Science and Chemistry at Grambling State University in 1969. After graduation, he taught for several
  !     $ "  ( ( <   ; 
Owens Ford Glass Company as a research chemist and was transferred to Toledo
in 1972.
Herman worked with LOF for 13 years before joining BASF Corporation. He
led the Electro-Coat Paint Division and was later transferred to Detroit as a Marketing and Technical Sales Representative before retiring in 2006.
In 1975, Herman was ordained as a deacon at Macedonia Baptist Church by
Pastor Elijah S. Hicklin and provided leadership in various church ministries.
He and Barbie would enroll in the masters of Divinity Program at Winebrenner
Theological Seminary in Findlay, Ohio.
Almost 40 years after being ordained as a church deacon at Macedonia, Her     ( @   3*3      #
chapter of his life – preaching. His inaugural sermon at his then church, third
Baptist, was inspired by one of his favorite passages, the 23rd Psalm and its critical phrase – “though I walk through the shadow of the valley of death, I will fear
no evil.”
There are two types of valleys, he explained. One is the physical, while the
other is the emotional – the low place in life caused by loneliness, despair, de                    
be alone.
“When you walk through the valley, take the Lord with you,” he advised his
listeners. “He doesn’t want you to be alone. He knows all about your problems.
He knows about all of your problems. He knows about your valleys. Put your
trust in Him.”
Herman and Barbie shared three children – Brian, Marcus and Kristan. Herman was a devoted husband, father and grandfather – he was a supportive friend
to many. He is survived also by brothers Cornelius (Neal) Harrison, Charner
(Annie) Harrison, Joseph (Sally) Harrison, Johnny Ray Harrison; seven grandchildren – Darre, Isiah, Tavion, Addie, Phillip, Marcus II and Andrew, along with
numerous loving nieces, nephews, cousins, in-laws and friends everywhere in
the country.
Virtual services were held at the House of Day Funeral Service on Saturday,
January 2, 2021
Embrace the warmth of family and create

PERFECT HOLIDAY

oments

Send gifts they’ll love, make meals they’ll
remember... with Omaha Steaks, Christmas
this year will be worth the wait.

THE BUTCHER’S DELUXE PACKAGE

TRY THE EXCLUSIVE OMAHA STEAKS

BUTCHER’S CUT TOP SIRLOIN
Taller, thicker steaks, expertly hand-cut.
Double-trimmed for 100% ﬂawless bites.
Aged 21 days for the most tenderness.
The best steaks of your life or your money back.

4 (5 oz.) Butcher’s Cut Top Sirloins
4 (4 oz.) Boneless Pork Chops
4 Boneless Chicken Breasts (1 lb. pkg.)
8 (4 oz.) Omaha Steaks Burgers
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and ask for free pork chops and chicken breasts with offer 66762MMB
*Savings shown over aggregated single item base price. Photos exemplary of product advertised. Limit 2. 4 free (4 oz.) pork chops and 4 free chicken breasts
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while supplies last. Items may be substituted due to inventory limitations. Cannot be combined with other offers. Other restrictions may apply. All purchases
acknowledge acceptance of Terms of Use. Visit omahasteaks.com/termsof-useOSI or call 1-800-228-9872 for a copy. Expires 1/31/21.
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Perryman... continued from page 2
Where are the opportunities? What programs are out there for young people
right now?
Perryman: Are our neighborhoods healthy?
McPherson:: No.
Perryman: What would you do to change them?
McPherson: They used to be called neighborhoods, then they took off the
neighbor and just called it a ‘hood because we no longer have neighbors.
We’ve got to invest in our neighborhoods. We have so many abandoned
houses and, if they’re not abandoned, they’re halfway up, half down.
Perryman: In what neighborhood do you live?
McPherson: I’m on Avondale, right off of Junction in the Junction Coali             
them are empty.
Perryman:  7        
    *     
spend that money? Number two, when you hear about something that concerns your constituents, what steps do you take to see that the concern is
resolved?
McPherson: %      
Once a resident shares an issue with me, I tell them to please leave your
         *     
   *       
And, since I’m still learning how to navigate the system, having a go-to
        7            ! @
   @   A$ $       
He often directs me, or if it’s something with having your alley cleaned or
having some garbage picked up or something, I can call Engage Toledo myself, tell them what the issue is. They’re usually pretty good about taking
care of it.
I had a gentleman call me the other day and said city sewage is backing
up in his basement. He had been trying unsuccessfully to contact his district
councilperson. I told him that I would forward the email to his district coun-

Councilwoman Cerssandra McPherson with families of murder victims

cilperson and Ed Moore, who is over public utilities, to look into it. That’s
how I handle concerns. I try to direct constituents to the correct person, and
then I’ll call that person back to see if they’ve gotten the issue resolved. If
they haven’t, then I’ll just recycle and do it all over again.
   7 8      grams, youth summer jobs and incentives for young people.
Perryman: Early on, you stressed that you had to jump right into, what
was for you, a new and unfamiliar experience. Please elaborate on your experience of still learning to navigate the process.
McPherson: Yes, it’s a lot to navigate, and there’s a lot to learn. The four
of us new council members were dropped straight in the deep end. We were
sworn in on Friday, and we had a council meeting on Tuesday. You didn’t
have a lot of preparation time, so it’s in and get moving. Just learning the
procedures of how they do their agenda meetings versus the actual council
meeting and how things are brought to council is a massive task.
Perryman:0           
similar sink or swim situation?
McPherson: Everybody has their own agenda, and I tell people I am a
          3*         
... continued on page 13
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Don’t Burnout on Cooking
By Patrice Powers-Barker, OSU Extension, Lucas County
The Truth Contributor
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Your Rights under
Title VI of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Title VI) requires that no person
in the United States, on the grounds of race, color or national origin be
excluded from, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to
discrimination under any program or activity receiving federal
financial assistance. Presidential Executive Order 12898 addresses
environmental justice in minority and low-income populations.
Presidential Executive Order 13166 addresses services to those
individuals with limited English proficiency.
Any person who believes he or she has been excluded from, denied
the benefits of, or been subjected to discrimination may file a written
complaint with the Toledo Area Regional Transit Authority’s Office of
the Chief Executive Officer. Federal and State law requires complaints
be filed within one-hundred eighty (180) calendar days of the last
alleged incident.
To request additional information on TARTA’s nondiscrimination
obligations or to file a Title VI Complaint, please submit your request to:
Chief Executive Officer
TARTA
1127 W Central Ave
Toledo OH 43610
office 419-245-5222
fax 419-243-8588
email Info@TARTA.com
Title VI Complaint Forms may also be obtained at TARTA’s website by
visiting TARTA.com/TitleVI. Title VI translations are also available
upon request or at TARTA.com/TitleVI.

TARTA.COM | 419-243-RIDE
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4 New Year’s Resolutions Black Women Can
Make to Improve Heart Health
Special to The Truth
High blood pressure -- the leading risk factor for heart attack and stroke
-- continues to disproportionately affect communities of color. Addressing this health inequity is especially important right now, as people with
hypertension and serious heart conditions are at an increased risk for more
severe outcomes if they acquire COVID-19.
According to the American Heart Association, the prevalence of high
blood pressure among Black adults in the U.S. is among the highest in the
world, with the prevalence of high blood pressure in Black women nearly
40 percent higher than white women in the U.S.
While many long-standing inequities and stressors produced by structural racism have created and continue to exacerbate these conditions, there
are steps individuals can take to help improve their blood pressure right
now. The New Year is a great opportunity to prioritize self-care and get
started.
This is why the American Medical Association (AMA), the AMA Foundation, Association of Black Cardiologists, American Heart Association,
Minority Health Institute and National Medical Association have launched
the “Release the Pressure” campaign with ESSENCE. The campaign is
aimed at partnering with Black women to help improve their heart health
and be part of a movement for healthy blood pressure, with a shared goal
of engaging more than 300,000 Black women.
As part of the campaign, the AMA and this coalition of national health
care organizations encourages Black women to take a pledge to be part of
             "  (  
the pledge encourages Black women to take the following four steps:

1. Set a blood pressure goal: Schedule an appointment with your physician or other health care professional, in-person or virtually, to work in
partnership on understanding your blood pressure numbers and knowing
your goal for optimal blood pressure.
2. Monitor blood pressure numbers at home: Once you learn your blood
pressure numbers, take and keep regular records of your blood pressure.
)5     >     &   ness and heart healthy eating and connect virtually with family members
and friends from your “squad” to keep you on track.
4. Make regular check-ins with your “squad”: Lean on your family and
friends to help you achieve your heart health goals by checking in with
them on a daily basis.
“Preventive care is vital to breaking the devastating impact of high
blood pressure within the Black community, particularly during the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic,” says Patrice A. Harris, M.D., MA, president of the AMA. “At the individual and family level, it starts with understanding blood pressure numbers and taking action to manage blood
pressure.”
Courtesy StatePoint
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A Mental Health
Some New Year
Moment: Living That Thoughts from Ryan
COVID Life in 2021
By Bernadette Joy Graham, MA, LPC, NCC, Licensed Mental Health
Therapist
The Truth Contributor

As each new year begins, we often decide to list
resolutions, things we promise ourselves will be different such as weight loss, improved income and
even treating ourselves and others better. Ringing
in the new 2021 year, life as we knew it has changed
tremendously.
We lost more than we could ever imagine but we
also gained new insight and coping mechanisms.
We learned to better care for ourselves whether we
wanted to or not. We learned that living with fear
               
Resolutions and goals for this new year still have us all scratching our
heads because we do not know what can happen day to day, yet even
before this deadly pandemic that was still a truth. None of us know what
will happen tomorrow or the new day or the next month. We have held
on to faith and hope in meeting our needs and wants but much more this
year than ever before in our lives.
For those of my readers who have come to follow me and my monthly
writings, you know that I am an enormous fan of humor and comedy as a
way to overcome hard times, coping with that which is out of our control
and even defeating depression. One glorious component of our human
existence is the chemicals released upon laughing, smiling and having
fun. Its free and one does not need a prescription to laugh to release this
wonderful endorphin to relieve heartfelt pain and challenging times.
I myself have relied upon much humor and kind words from mentors
and colleagues who work closely with those affected by COVID. One
of those such persons who wished to remain anonymous is a previous
classmate from undergraduate days of college. We were both following
the path of pre-med, I majored in psychology and he in biology. Over
the years, we have remained in contact keeping up-to-date on our chosen
career paths. He is now a physician at a hospital system in the Maryland
...continued on page 12

I want to start by saying, “Happy New Year” to
everyone.
Without a doubt 2020 has been an extremely
challenging year. I know many of us are still feeling the burden of this situation and some feel
there is no light at the end of the tunnel. Stress
is a huge factor right now and many of us are not
dealing with it well.
Along with overeating, lack of activity and just
being stressed out, your body has decided that
it’s going to store some extra fat for you. A lot of
people have put on more weight than the normal
10 pounds that are gained throughout the holiday
season.
For a lot of us the weight gain started back in
March and has continued till now. It is time to put it behind you and press
forward. Make the decision to heal your mind, your body and your spirit.
It is time for you to grab the bull by the horns and take control of YOUR
situation. Worry about what you can control and leave the rest alone.
You can control your eating, activity level and your decisions to make
positive changes for yourself. Spring is less than three months away!
This is not a suggestion for you to make a New Year resolution but a lifestyle change. A decision to do better for yourself, to think positively about
the things you can control, to become active again with whatever level of
comfort you feel safe with. Be your motivation to take the step to healing
and possibly be the motivation to inspire someone else to do the same.
Start by creating your day the night before, even if it’s just one simple
goal to start with. Make a decision to go for a 20-minute walk. Set a time
and do it. Maybe it can be a nutrition goal to drink more water or to cut out
all sugars for the day. Each small step is one step closer to living a healthier
lifestyle and becoming a better version of you.
It is my belief, always has been and will be, that you have to take care
of yourself before you can help anyone else. I have been helping people
      ) 
You have to remember that you did not get out of shape in a month and
...continued on page 12
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Health Order Signed Encouraging Ohioans
to Stay Home
Ohio Governor Mike DeWine last week announced that Ohio DepartIndividuals are permitted to leave a place of residence during the
ment of Health Director Stephanie McCloud signed a health order en- hours of 10:00 p.m. and 5:00 a.m. for the following essential activities:
couraging people to stay at home during specified hours unless they are
* Engaging in activities essential to their health and safety or the health
working or engaged in an essential activity. This extends provisions in and safety of those in their households or people who are unable to or
previous orders and applies until January 23, 2021, at 12:01 p.m.
should not leave their homes, including pets. Activities can include but
are not limited to seeking emergency services, obtaining medical supplies
or medication, or visiting a health care professional including hospitals,
Specifications in this order include:
emergency departments, urgent care clinics, and pharmacies.
* To obtain necessary services or supplies for themselves and their
* Individuals within the state must stay at a place of residence during
the hours of 10:00 p.m. and 5:00 a.m. except for obtaining necessary family or members of their household who are unable or should not
leave their home, to deliver those services or supplies to others. Exfood, medical care, or social services or providing care for others.
* This order doesn’t apply to those that are homeless. Individuals amples of those include but are not limited to, obtaining groceries
whose residences are unsafe or become unsafe, such as victims of do- and food. Food and beverages may be obtained only for consumption
mestic violence, are encouraged to leave their homes and stay at a safe, off-premises, through such means as delivery, drive-through, curbside
pickup and carryout.
alternative location.
* To obtain necessary social services.
* The order does not apply to religious observances and First Amend* To go to work, including volunteer work.
ment protected speech including activity by the media.
* To take care of or transport a family member, friend, or pet in their
* The order permits travel into or out of the state and permits travel
required by law enforcement or court order, including to transport chil- household or another household.
* To perform or obtain government services.
dren according to a custody agreement, or to obtain fuel.

#  ; * 



 <

causes of death. Black men suffer more from preventable oral diseases that
are treatable, have a higher incidence of diabetes and prostate cancer. In
Lucas County, Black men have a 38% obesity rate and 44% are consid-

ered overweight. Suicide is the third leading cause of death in 15-24-yearold Black men. In 2017, homicide was the number one cause of death for
young Black men between the ages of 15 and 44.
Ed. Note: The Task Force’s recommendations will be published next
week.

eating one meal at a time. If you slip up, make
your next meal better. If you miss a workout,
make it to the next one. Take control! Find
a friend to be accountable to. Make change
your habit, not excuses. Feel better mentally
when you accomplish what you have set out to
do. Acknowledge your efforts to yourself. Pat
yourself on the back and keep moving forward
with confidence and self expectations.
I hope this New Year will Be positive for you
all and that you live a healthy and happy life-

style.
I am still training through this pandemic doing one on one training in a sanitary environment and holding my fit camps with social
distancing. If you are in need of help please
contact me and we will get you started.
Ryan Rollison
Dream Bodies
419-944-4200
mydreambodies.con

Mental Health Moment... continued from page 11 chosen career paths, would we have changed our
course of study? I am positive these sorts of disarea. Once COVID became more deadly, we cussions are between many a colleague in careers
spoke more often exchanging stories on how we so closely related in our present day.
Take a mental health moment to discuss with
have lost so many clients and patients and how it
others and most importantly yourself, what does
affected us personally.
While I assist clients grieving over the loss COVID life look like in 2021 for you. There is
of loved ones, he experiences the death of pa- no acting as if it does not exist, there is no magitient’s daily working 14 – 16 hours a day. We cal cure if the thought does not exist but there are
discussed choices such as: if during our under- steps you can take for your new year. 1 – Don’t
graduate studies we would have known that be in denial, 2 – Take the best measures and steps
COVID would one day greatly affect us in our you can to remain safe and keep those around
you
p safe, 3 – Understand time, nothing lasts for-

ever not your feelings, emotions nor perspective,
4 – Change with the change, while we cannot at
this time enjoy social entertainment there are alternative ways to enjoy yourself (don’t isolate),
and 5 – Utilize this time to slow down, think,
take a step back, and ask for help (counseling
is not just for deep seated depression, it is there
         
box for a better you.)
“Change will not come if we wait for some
other person or some other time, we are the ones
we’ve been waiting for. We are the change that
we seek.” Barack Obama
Bernadette Graham is a Licensed Professional Mental Health Counselor, National Cer 
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it’s going to take time and consistency to reclaim
   2    
       
stick to your plan and make the changes needed
to improve you! You may have slip ups or days
that you just lack the motivation to do something. That’s ok, you are allowed to feel that way
or have a slip up. Just don’t make that a habit!
Get your mind right and begin new. Take your

Welcome Home to Sylvan Lakes Apartments!
O

ur elegant apartments feature
spacious bedrooms with ample
storage, high ceilings and
breath-taking views! Stop in
today to see our beautifully
landscaped grounds, resort-like
swimming pool and clubhouse
with its fully-equipped fitness
center. Located just west of
King road off of Sylvania Ave.
4045 A Langston Place, Sylvania, Ohio 43560
P: 419-842-8480 E: investekmanagement.com
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Mediocre: The Dangerous Legacy of White
Male America by Ijeoma Oluo
By Terri Schlichenmeyer
The Truth Contributor
This year, you are going to roar.
c.2020
You’re going to seize every opportunity,
Seal Press
wrestle every bad habit to the ground, and
$28.00 / $35.00 Canada
do better than your best. You’re gonna kick
336 pages
the universe in the tail. This is absolutely going to be your year – unless, as in the new
book Mediocre by Ijeoma Oluo, someone’s
standing in your way, now and for a hundred years.
In addition to a quiet setting and uninterrupted time to write, on a recent
retreat for women, Ijeoma Oluo noticed that when socializing, most of the attendees talked about men – but not the boyfriend-husband-partner men. They
discussed bad “dudes,” particularly the white ones that largely controlled publishing. That conversation morphed into bad men, white men in general, that
are “found just about everywhere...”
There are, Oluo says, “a thousand memes” that feature the words, “Lord,
                 
mediocrity is a baseline” from which all power rotates, “regardless of skill... or
talent...” It’s as if some sort of higher rank should be granted just because those
individuals happen to be white men.
None of this is new. It’s been going on for hundreds of years, Uluo says, and
Black women aren’t the only ones on the receiving end of it. It exists in the
0                   
We see white male privilege all over politics, from the top down and especially in political arenas where white supremacy exists. It’s been on college
campuses, and in places of higher education where Black people were his-

torically denied entrance. It’s in the workplace,
where Black women continue to make far less
money than their white male counterparts.
White male privilege exists today in economics,
pro sports, in language, in an ignorance of history
and the contributions of Black men and women,
and in entertainment. It’s a “very dark place,”
Oluo says, and there are things every American
can do about it – starting with two things: an acknowledgment that we need white men, and an
admission to our complicity in this terrible, unMediocre author Ijeoma
tenable legacy.
Oluo
Got a few days to read? Yeah, and grab a pack    Mediocre is a book that practically demands
them: though this is not a seven-hundred-page manifesto, there’s that much
information inside its covers.
What’s more, author Ijeoma Oluo asks readers to think about her words, and
not lightly. This is a read-a-few-paragraphs, put-it-down kind of book, making
you live with the facts before moving forward. Oluo uses stories to illustrate
many of her points, diving into American history, politics, and economics to
help readers to see how quietly, totally entrenched white male privilege is and
has been. Most eye-opening are her many statements of relevancy, showing
how white males enjoy other cultures blithely, often while denigrating those
very cultures.
Be prepared to give yourself a lot of time with this book – it needs that. And
then be prepared for action, because Mediocre is going to make you roar.

Perryman... continued from page 8
with the team, under the concept that we are better together and we can
do great things together. That is my motto. We don’t have to agree upon
everything, but we can agree to disagree and always stand as a united front
when we are out front. I am not delusional in thinking that I can come up
with grandiose ideas and make them happen all by myself. I need the other
11 players to make it happen.
I also want people to understand that we have to be compassionate and
show people that we care. I don’t have all the answers, but I’m out here trying. Are you your brother’s keeper? Yes. I’m out every third Saturday feeding the homeless because I’m blessed to be able to do it, and God has placed
that on me to do. I’m all for the people, and I pray each day that God gives
me everything that I need to do his will in this position. If and when I falter,
I can forgive myself, get up and try to get it right the next day. That’s it.
Contact Rev. Donald Perryman, PhD, at drdlperryman@centerofhopebaptist.org
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CLASSIFIEDS

FREE JOB TRAINING - Earn your Manufacturering Skill Standards Council CERTIFIED
PRODUCTION TECHINCIAN certificate in 8
weeks. Classes start January 25th (9am1pm Mon - Fri). Call Sue at 419-243-9178
for more information or to register.
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PUBLIC NOTICE
2ND SUBSTANTIAL AMENDMENT TO THE 2015-2019 FIVE-YEAR
CONSOLIDATED PLAN
In accordance with 24 CFR 91.05(c)(2) and subpart B of the federal regulations relative to citizen participation for Community Planning and Development Programs and applicable waivers made available to those
requirements through the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act (CARES Act), the City of
Toledo (COT) is making a 2nd amendment to the 2015-2019 Five-Year Consolidated Plan available to the
public through this notice.
Public Comment Period and Process:

SEEKING A VISUAL AND
QUALITATIVE REPORT
The Mental Health & Recovery Services
Board of Lucas County (MHRSB) seeks to
fund an individual or organization to develop a visual and qualitative report and presentation based on quantitative data collected by the MHRSB. This information will
be used as a baseline report to the com] "    X\%~   " ?forts. Proposals are to be delivered no later
than 5:00 p.m. ET on January 22, 2021. All
questions should be submitted to crs@lcmhrsb.oh.gov. Details regarding the project
deliverables and submission criteria are lo  X\%~`{```
lcmhrsb.oh.gov/publicnotice/.

The Consolidated Plan amendment will be available for review beginning Friday, January 8, 2021, on the
website of the following entities:
Department of Neighborhoods
One Government Center, 18th Floor
Downtown Toledo, Jackson & Erie Streets
website: https://toledo.oh.gov/departments/neighborhoods

Lucas Metropolitan Housing Authority
435 Nebraska Avenue
Toledo, Ohio 43604
website: www.lucasmha.org

V??X"


Z  [ "\]  
One Government Center, 22nd Floor
1946 N. 13th Street, Suite 437
Downtown Toledo, Jackson & Erie Streets
Toledo, Ohio 43604
website: https://toledo.oh.gov/government/mayor
website: www.endinghomelessnesstoledo.org
Clerk of Council
One Government Center, 21st Floor
Downtown Toledo, Jackson & Erie Streets
website: https://toledo.oh.gov/government/city-council/

Toledo-Lucas County Public Library
325 Michigan Street
Toledo, Ohio 43604
website: www.toledolibrary.org

The Fair Housing Center
432 N. Superior Street
Toledo, Ohio 43604
website: www.toledofhc.org

Lucas Co. Board of Developmental Disabilities
1154 Larc Lane
Toledo, Ohio 43614
website: www.lucasdd.info

A public hearing on the 2nd Substantial Amendment to the 2015-2019 Five-Year Consolidated Plan is
scheduled as follows:

RFQ BUILDING ENVELOPE/
WEATHERPROOFING PROJECT
Request for Qualification (RFQ) to Hire an
Architect/Engineer (A/E), Inquiry # FY21-30,
Project #1130-21-232. The University of Toledo intends to retain professional services for
     
Project Construction Cost: $2,000,000. Please
mail your response to The University of Tole   !  " %&' &*+6;<= 
#1130-21-232, MS 216, 2801 W. Bancroft St., Toledo, Ohio 43606 or bring directly to the University of Toledo, Plant Operations, Room 1060, 2925
East Rocket Drive, Toledo, Ohio 43606. DATE:
Friday, January 15, 2021, TIME: 2:30 p.m. All
questions and inquiries can be emailed directly
to robert.waddle@utoledo.edu. For a copy of the
RFQ visit our Construction Website: http://www.
utoledo.edu/facilities/construction/ or. http://ofcc.
ohio.gov Please reference Inquiry # FY21-30,
Project #1130-21-232, Building Envelope/Weath   ?   
include 6 (six) copies and 1 (one) electronic copy
of the SF 330 Form with your response.

Thursday, January 14, 2021 5:30 p.m. by Virtual Hearing
Virtual Link: https://toledo-oh-gov.zoom.us/j/85987681908
This Consolidated Plan amendment will also be available for a 5-day public review and comment period
from Monday, January 11, 2021 to Friday, January 15, 2021. Citizens wishing to submit written comments during the public review and comment period may mail them, postmarked no later than Friday, January 15, 2021, to the following:
CITY OF TOLEDO
DEPARTMENT OF NEIGHBORHOODS
2nd SUBSTANTIAL AMENDMENT TO THE 2015-2019 FIVE-YEAR CONSOLIDATED PLAN
ONE GOVERNMENT CENTER, SUITE 1800
TOLEDO, OHIO 43604
You may also email comments no later than Friday, January 15, 2021 to Monica Brown, Admin. Analyst IV,
at monica.brown@toledo.oh.gov.
Amendment:
This is a 2nd amendment to the 2015-2019 Five-Year Consolidated Plan for the COT to enable the COT
to receive $1,526,505.00 in Community Development Block Grant-CV (CDBG-CV) funding from the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) made available through the Coronavirus Aid, Relief,
and Economic Security Act (CARES Act).
Additional CDBG funding made available to the COT by HUD through the CARES Act is unknown as this
time but will be used for the same purpose of the initial allocations indicated above which is to prevent,
prepare, or respond to the spread of Coronavirus 19 (COVID-19) and facilitate assistance to eligible agencies, households, and persons economically impacted by COVID-19. In addition, the COT may reprogram
recaptured FY 2019-2020 CDBG funding as needed to respond to COVID-19.
Eligible CDBG activities include, but are not limited to, assisting low- and moderate-income households with
mortgage assistance for no more than 6 months and support of other COVID-19 response services.
Further, eligible CDBG costs incurred as of March 1, 2020, and paid for with nonfederal funds may be repaid
with CDBG funding, including those made under the CARES Act. These pre-award costs will meet all HUD
requirements applicable to CDBG, including those under the CARES Act. Unless waived by HUD, CDBG
pre-award costs for FY 2020-2021 will not exceed 25% of the grant and will be used for the CDBG-eligible
activities as indicated above.

Call to place
your ad:
419-243-0007
www.TheTruth
Toledo.com

Public notices regarding future amendments to the Consolidated Plan will be printed in local newspapers
     [VZ`{```   
 " 6] ] [VZ [      [|       
the 5-day comment period as indicated above as well as to make other changes. The revised Citizen
   ` { { ?` [VZ`{    ] 
 {  ;]  
Background on the Consolidated Plan:
The Consolidated Plan describes the housing and community development needs, as well as activities to
       ?  {"}~] ?\  }{  ] 
(HUD). As required by HUD, the Consolidated Plan brings together, in one (1) consolidated submission,
the planning and application aspects of the Community Development Block Grant (CDBG), HOME Investment Partnerships (HOME), and Emergency Solutions Grant (ESG) Programs. More information on the
[       {  [VZ`{    ]   { 
For reasonable accommodations or additional information, please contact Monica Brown, Admin. Analyst
IV, Department of Neighborhoods at monica.brown@toledo.oh.gov.
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A Look at The Toledo Black Agenda
A wide range of leaders in Toledo’s Black community have joined forces
to put together a report on the challenges facing that community in six
critical areas.
The report, The Toledo Black Agenda, a months-long project in the
making, examines historic obstacles and current challenges in the areas
of criminal justice, economic development, education, health, housing,
workforce development.
("   )  *  +" +/ %!#
CEO of YWCA of Northwest Ohio and Robin Reese, CEO of Lucas County
Children Services.
Now Toledo’s Black Agenda will be made available to local government
agencies, along with a host of private and public companies and entities
in order to gather community-wide support for the demands and suggestions proposed in the report.
We are printing excerpts from the report over the next few weeks. The
following is an excerpt from the fourth pillar – the Health Care Equity &
Justice Pillar. We will print the recommendations of the Health Care Task
Force next week.
The entire report, with citations, can be read online at thetruthtoledo.
com
PART IV: HEALTH CARE EQUITY & JUSTICE PILLAR
INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE
The issue of equity in healthcare is a complicated one. To improve
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Health disparities on the other hand, are the health-related outcomes
present in marginalized communities           
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